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【文学全般・文学史・比較文学・文芸批評】

ブッキッシュネス：デジタル時代の書物偏愛

Bookishness: Loving Books in a Digital Age
Pressman, Jessica

Literature Now (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 07  288  Hardback 9780231195126 US$90.00  Paperback 9780231195133  US$30.00

  In Bookishness, Jessica Pressman examines the new status of the book as object and symbol. She explores the rise of “bookishness” as an 

identity and an aesthetic strategy that proliferates from store-window décor to experimental writing. Ranging from literature to kitsch objects, 

stop-motion animation fi lms to book design, Pressman considers the multivalent meanings of books in contemporary culture. Books can 

represent shelter from - or a weapon against - the dangers of the digital; they can act as memorials and express a sense of loss.

【日本文学・日本語】

遠藤周作 「女の一生 ・サチ子の場合」英訳版

Sachiko: A Novel
Endo, Shusaku / Gessel, Van C. (trans.)

Weatherhead Books on Asia  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 08  464 p.  Hardback 9780231197304 US$95.00  Paperback 9780231197311  US$28.00

  In the 1930s, two young Japanese Christians, Sachiko and Shūhei, are free to play with American children in their neighborhood. But life 

becomes increasingly diffi  cult for them and other Christians after Japan launches wars of aggression. Meanwhile, a Polish Franciscan priest 

and former missionary in Nagasaki, Father Maximillian Kolbe, is arrested after returning to his homeland. Endō alternates scenes between 

Nagasaki - where the growing love between Sachiko and Shūhei is imperiled by mounting persecution - and Auschwitz, where the priest has 

been sent. Shūhei’s dilemma deepens when he faces conscription into the Japanese military, confl icting with the Christian belief that killing is a sin. With the A-bomb attack 

on Nagasaki looming in the distance, Endō depicts ordinary people trying to live lives of faith in a wartime situation that renders daily life increasingly unbearable.

【言語学全般】

合同データ集約型調査のための言語学的結合のオープンデータ資源開発

Development of Linguistic Linked Open Data Resources for Collaborative Data-Intensive Research in 
the Language Sciences
Pareja-Lora, Antonio et al. (ed.)

   (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 01  272 p.            Paperback 9780262536257  US$40.00

  This volume examines the challenges inherent in making diverse data in linguistics and the language sciences open, distributed, integrated, 

and accessible, thus fostering wide data sharing and collaboration. It is unique in integrating the perspectives of language researchers and 

technical LOD (linked open data) researchers. Reporting on both active research needs in the fi eld of language acquisition and technical 

advances in the development of data interoperability, the book demonstrates the advantages of an international infrastructure for scholarship in the fi eld of language 

sciences.
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【文法学】

探査と限界

Probes and Their Horizons
Keine, Stefan

Linguistic Inquiry Monographs  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 02  380 p.  Hardback 9780262043618 US$110.00  Paperback 9780262538275  US$55.00

In this book, Stefan Keine investigates in detail “selective opacity” - configurations in which syntactic domains are opaque to some processes 

but transparent to others - and develops a comprehensive theory of these syntactic configurations within a contemporary Minimalist 

framework. Although such configurations have traditionally been analyzed in terms of restrictions on possible sequences of movement steps, 

Keine finds that analogous restrictions govern long-distance dependencies that do not involve movement. He argues that the phenomenon 

is more widespread and abstract than previously assumed. He proposes a new approach to such effects, according to which probes that initiate the operation Agree are 

subject to “horizons,” which terminate their searches.

【映画・放送番組】

アニメ・マンガ歴史辞典　第２版

Historical Dictionary of Animation and Cartoons.  2nd ed
Dobson, Nichola

Historical Dictionaries of Literature and the Arts  (Rowman & Littlefield)
2020 : 04  324 p.  Hardback 9781538123218 US$95.00     

This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Animation and Cartoons contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. 

The dictionary section has over 300 cross-referenced entries on animators, directors, studios, techniques, films, and some of the best-known 

characters. This book is an excellent resource for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about animation and cartoons.

【音楽】

クリストファー・カヴァナ（立教大学現代心理学部特任准教授）著 

『西洋のロックミュージシャン・蝶々夫人・日本の魅力』

Western Rock Artists, Madame Butterfly, and the Allure of Japan: Dancing in an Eastern Dream
Keaveney, Christopher T

 (Lexington Books)
2020 : 06  284 p.  Hardback 9781793625250 US$105.00     

Using the framework of Edward Said’s Orientalism, this work examines how Western rock and pop artists - particularly during the age of 

album rock from the 1970s through the 1990s - perpetuated long-held stereotypes of Japan in their direct encounters with the country and in 

songs and music videos with Japanese content.

【心理言語学・言語獲得・外国語学習】

言語獲得と言語発達

Language Acquisition and Development: A Generative Introduction
Becker, Misha & Deen, Kamil Ud

 (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 03  336 p.  Hardback 9780262043588 US$55.00     

How children acquire language so quickly, easily, and uniformly is one of the great mysteries of the human experience. The theory of 

Universal Grammar suggests that one reason for the relative ease of early language acquisition is that children are born with a predisposition 

to create a grammar. This textbook offers an introduction to the study of children's acquisition and development of language from a generative/

universal grammar-based theoretical perspective, providing comprehensive coverage of children's acquisition while presenting core concepts 

crucial to understanding generative linguistics more broadly.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】

アイ・ウェイウェイ著 『対話』

Conversations
Ai, Weiwei

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 10  224 p.  Hardback 9780231197380 US$60.00  Paperback 9780231197397  US$19.95

Ai Weiwei is one of the world’s most acclaimed artists and dissidents. This book presents him in conversation with theorists, critics, journalists, 

and curators about key moments in his life and career. These wide-ranging conversations flow between topics such as his relationship with 

China, the meaning of citizenship, moving his studio to Lesbos to be on the front lines of the migrant crisis, how to make art, and technology 

as a tool for freedom or oppression.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

フェミニズムと郷土芸術：メキシコ・ニュージーランド・日本・ブラジルのケーススタディ

Feminism and Folk Art: Case Studies in Mexico, New Zealand, Japan, and Brazil
Bartra, Eli

 (Lexington Books)
2019 : 06  152 p.  22 Halftones  Hardback 9781498564335 US$85.00     

This book is a mosaic or quilt of folk art around the world, from polychrome clay figures made in Izúcar de Matamoros, Puebla (Mexico) to the 

baskets Maori women create in New Zealand, from Japanese lacquer work and decorated paddles to black dolls in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

The creative impulse found in three continents, four countries, and four geographical regions are juxtaposed to make up a harmonious whole. 

The book carries out a detailed dissection of a variety of ethnic, racialized, and gender representations in their contemporary forms.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

日本のトープキルト

Japanese Taupe Quilt Blocks: Calm, Neutral Collection
Briscoe, Susan

Herbert Press Ltd  (Bloomsbury Trade)
2019 : 07  128 p.   full colour throughout   Paperback 9781789940138  ￡17.99

A companion volume to our bestselling Japanese Quilt Blocks, this book focuses on using the traditional Japanese neutral and taupe colours 

which are so much a part of the Japanese aesthetic and are so popular today. As in the first book, the author shows the reader how to design 

quilts using styles and colours to create beautiful, Japanese-style quilts. The book covers materials, colour and patterns and then moves on to 

equipment and techniques such as piecing by machine, part-sewn seams, half squares and corner squares, applique methods and finishing - 

embroidery and embellishments as well as joining blocks and finally assembling.

【スポーツ・娯楽】

スーザン・スパン著 『日本百名山に登る』

Climb: Leaving Safe and Finding Strength on 100 Summits in Japan
Spann, Susan

Globe Pequot / Prometheus  (Rowman & Littlefield)
2020 : 06  256 p.  Hardback 9781633885929 US$26.95     

The inspiring memoir of a middle-aged woman who challenged herself to climb one hundred Japanese mountains in a single year, even 

after an aggressive cancer threatened to derail her dream.After more than forty years of living "safe and scared," California attorney and 

mystery author Susan Spann decided to break free by climbing one hundred of Japan's most famous mountains, inspired by a classic list of 

hyakumeizan peaks. But when an unexpected cancer diagnosis forced her to confront her deepest fears, the mountains of Japan became the 

setting for an even more transformative journey from pain and fear to a new life fueled by hope, confidence, and strength.This immersive, inspiring, and witty page-turner 

captures the terrifying lows and breathtaking highs of a woman's journey from timidity to confidence, cancer to healing, and regret to joy, as she breaks the mental and 

physical chains that once prevented her from living out her dreams.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】

濱田 庄司：作陶と作品

Shoji Hamada: A Potters Way and Work
Peterson, Susan

Herbert Press Ltd  (Bloomsbury Trade)
2020 : 01  240 p.      Paperback 9781789940268  ￡35.00

Shoji Hamada, along with Bernard Leach, was one of the key figures in the development of studio pottery in the 20th century. His influence 

both in England and the US as well as in his native Japan cannot be underestimated. The Japanese government designated him a "Living 

National Treasure" in 1955 and awarded him the Order of Culture in 1968. This book has been totally redesigned with colour photographs and 

a new chapter."

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

喜多川歌麿の美人画　改訂増補版

Utamaro and the Spectacle of Beauty.  2nd ed
Davis, Julie Nelson

 (Reaktion Books)
2020 : 06  296 p.   114 illus., 66 in colour   Paperback 9781789142358  ￡25.00

Japanese artist Kitagawa Utamaro (1753-1806) was one of the most influential artists working in the genre of ukiyo-e, ‘pictures of the floating 

world’, in late eighteenth-century Japan, and was widely appreciated for his prints of beautiful women. In this book, Julie Nelson Davis draws 

on a wide range of period sources, makes a close study of selected print sets and reinterprets Utamaro in the context of his times. Offering a 

new approach to issues of the status of the artist and the construction of gender, identity, sexuality and celebrity in the Edo period, and now 

in an updated edition containing a new preface and many new images, this book is a significant contribution to the field, and will be a key work for readers interested in 

Japanese arts and cultures.

【美術・工芸・デザイン】

楽焼　第 2 版

Raku.  2nd ed
Andrews, Tim G.

Herbert Press Ltd  (Bloomsbury Trade)
2019 : 12  224 p.  full colour  Hardback 9781789940220 ￡35.00     

The revised edition of our successful Raku book. Completely re-designed, black and white images have been replaced with colour and 

many new makers have been added to the gallery of artists, which is an overview of the contemporary scene and makes up about a third of 

the book. The text is almost completely re-written and updated with recent developments. This book is a comprehensive overview of raku, 

covering the history, clay types and firing of raku, as well as the glazes, techniques and reduction processes. The new edition also looks at 

the development of raku over the last 20 years, and at changes in the way it is perceived.

【経済理論・経済学史】

32 人のノーベル経済学賞受賞者　第 7 版

Lives of the Laureates: Thirty-Two Nobel Economists.  7th ed
Spencer, Roger W. & Macpherson, David A. (ed.)

 (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 06  488 p.  Hardback 9780262043779 US$55.00     

Lives of the Laureates offers readers an informal history of modern economic thought as told through autobiographical essays by thirty-two 

Nobel Prize laureates in economics. The essays not only provide unique insights into major economic ideas of our time but also shed light 

on the processes of intellectual discovery and creativity. The accounts are accessible and engaging, achieving clarity without sacrificing 

inherently difficult content. This seventh edition adds six Nobelists to its pages.
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【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】

マクロ経済分析

Macroeconomic Analysis
Niepelt, Dirk

 (MIT Pr.)
2019 : 12  320 p.  Hardback 9780262043472 US$60.00     

This book offers an introduction to modern macroeconomic theory. It is concise but rigorous and broad, covering all major areas in 

mainstream macroeconomics today and showing how macroeconomic models build on and relate to each other. The self-contained text 

begins with models of individual decision makers, proceeds to models of general equilibrium without and with friction, and, finally, presents 

positive and normative theories of economic policy.

【技術革新・研究開発政策】

エドムンド・フェルプス他著 『ダイナミズム』

Dynamism: The Values That Drive Innovation, Job Satisfaction, and Economic Growth
Phelps, Edmund et al.

 (Harvard U.P.)
2020 : 05  256 p.  Hardback 9780674244696 US$35.00     

Nobel Laureate Edmund Phelps has long argued that the high level of innovation in the lead nations of the West was never a result of 

scientific discoveries plus entrepreneurship, as Schumpeter thought. Rather, modern values - particularly the individualism, vitalism, and 

self-expression prevailing among the people - fueled the dynamism needed for widespread, indigenous innovation. Yet finding links between 

nations’ values and their dynamism was a daunting task. Now, in Dynamism, Phelps and a trio of coauthors take it on. Phelps, Raicho 

Bojilov, Hian Teck Hoon, and Gylfi Zoega find evidence that differences in nations’ values matter - and quite a lot. It is no accident that the most innovative countries in 

the West were rich in values fueling dynamism. Nor is it an accident that economic dynamism in the United States, Britain, and France has suffered as state-centered and 

communitarian values have moved to the fore.

【計量経済学・数学的方法】

離散時間における経済動学　第２版

Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time.  2nd ed
Miao, Jianjun

 (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 02  848 p.  Hardback 9780262043625 US$85.00     

This book offers a unified, comprehensive, and up-to-date treatment of analytical and numerical tools for solving dynamic economic problems. 

The focus is on introducing recursive methods - an important part of every economist's set of tools - and readers will learn to apply recursive 

methods to a variety of dynamic economic problems. The book is notable for its combination of theoretical foundations and numerical 

methods. Each topic is first described in theoretical terms, with explicit definitions and rigorous proofs; numerical methods and computer 

codes to implement these methods follow. Drawing on the latest research, the book covers such cutting-edge topics as asset price bubbles, recursive utility, robust control, 

policy analysis in dynamic New Keynesian models with the zero lower bound on interest rates, and Bayesian estimation of dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) 

models.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】

「離散時間における経済動学　第２版」学生版問題の解き方

Student Solutions Manual to Accompany Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time.  2nd ed
Jiang, Yue et al.

 (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 03  176 p.      Paperback 9780262538909  US$35.00

This manual includes solutions to the odd-numbered exercises in the second edition of Economic Dynamics in Discrete Time. Some exercises 

are purely analytical, while others require numerical methods. Computer codes are provided for most problems. Many exercises ask the 

reader to apply the methods learned in a chapter to solve related problems, but some exercises ask the reader to complete missing steps in 

the proof of a theorem or in the solution of an example in the book.
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【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】

アメリカの貿易政策はいかにして外国の環境保護に影響を与えるか

Greening through Trade: How American Trade Policy Is Linked to Environmental Protection Abroad
Jinnah, Sikina & Morin, Jean-Frederic

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 03  224      Paperback 9780262538725  US$35.00

 In Greening through Trade, Sikina Jinnah and Jean-Frédéric Morin provide the first detailed examination of how the environmental 

provisions in US preferential trade agreements affect both the environmental policies of trading partners and the effectiveness of multilateral 

environmental agreements. They do so through a combination of in-depth qualitative case studies and quantitative analysis of an original 

dataset of 688 global PTAs.

【資源・エネルギー・環境】

気候変動政策の比較研究

Carbon Captured: How Business and Labor Control Climate Politics
Mildenberger, Matto

American and Comparative Environmental Policy  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 02  368 p.      Paperback 9780262538251  US$35.00

ノルウェー、アメリカ、オーストラリアの気候変動政策の歴史を詳述。ドイツ、日本、イギリス、カナダの政策にも言及。

Mildenberger introduces the concept of double representation - when carbon polluters enjoy political representation on both the left (through 

industrial unions fearful of job loss) and the right (through industrial business associations fighting policy costs) - and argues that different 

climate policy approaches can be explained by the interaction of climate policy preferences and domestic institutions. He illustrates his theory 

with detailed histories of climate politics in Norway, the United States, and Australia, along with briefer discussions of policies in in Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, 

and Canada. He shows that Norway systematically shielded politically connected industrial polluters from costs beginning with its pioneering carbon tax; the United States, 

after the failure of carbon reduction legislation, finally acted on climate reform through a series of Obama administration executive actions; and Australia's Labor and Green 

parties enacted an emissions trading scheme, which was subsequently repealed by a conservative Liberal party government.

【労働・雇用・労使関係】

日本とブラジルで国境を越えて生きること

Living Transnationally between Japan and Brazil: Routes beyond Roots
LeBaron von Baeyer, Sarah A.

New Studies in Modern Japan  (Lexington Books)
2019 : 11  258 p.  Hardback 9781498580366 US$95.00     

Based on over two years of participant-observation in labor brokerage firms, factories, schools, churches, and people’s homes in Japan and 

Brazil, Sarah LeBaron von Baeyer presents an ethnographic portrait of what it means in practice to “live transnationally,” that is, to contend 

with the social, institutional, and aspirational landscapes bridging different national settings. Rather than view Japanese-Brazilian labor 

migrants and their families as somehow lost or caught between cultures, she demonstrates how they in fact find creative and flexible ways 

of belonging to multiple places at once. At the same time, the author pays close attention to the various constraints and possibilities that people face as they navigate other 

dimensions of their lives besides ethnic or national identity, namely, family, gender, class, age, work, education, and religion.

【産業（農業・工業・サービス業）】

アジアの仏教ツーリズム

Buddhist Tourism in Asia
Bruntz, Courtney & Schedneck, Brooke (ed.)

Contemporary Buddhism (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 03  266 p.  Hardback 9780824881184 US$68.00     

Following an introduction that offers the first theoretical understanding of tourism from a Buddhist studies’ perspective, early chapters discuss 

the ways Buddhists and non-Buddhists imagine concepts and places related to the religion. Case studies highlight Buddhist peace in India, 

Buddhist heavens and hells in Singapore, Thai temple space, and the future Buddha Maitreya in China. Buddhist tourism’s connections to the 

state, market, and new technologies are explored in chapters on Indian package tours for pilgrims, thematic Buddhist tourism in Cambodia, 

the technological innovations of Buddhist temples in China, and the promotion of pilgrimage sites in Japan. Contributors then situate the financial concerns of Chinese 

temples, speed dating in temples in Japan, and the diffuse and pervasive nature of Buddhism for tourism promotion in Ladakh, India.
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【コミュニケーション論・マスメディア研究】

ジャーナリズムと日露戦争

Journalism and the Russo-Japanese War: The End of the Golden Age of Combat Correspondence
Sweeney, Michael S. & Roelsgaard, Natascha Toft

 (Rowman & Littlefield)
2019 : 11  260 p.  Hardback 9781793617903 US$95.00     

This book examines the journalistic coverage and challenges during the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05, what some have called World War 

Zero. The authors explore how Japan delayed and regulated correspondents so they could do no harm to the nation's ambitions at home or 

abroad and implemented methods of shaping the news. They argue Japan helped to shape the modern world of journalism by creating and 

packaging "truth."

【政治社会学・社会運動・紛争・統制】

狂信的アメリカ愛国者たち

American Zealots: Inside Right-Wing Domestic Terrorism
Perliger, Arie

Columbia Studies in Terrorism and Irregular Warfare  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 08  256  Hardback 9780231167109 US$90.00  Paperback 9780231167116  US$28.00

In American Zealots, Arie Perliger provides a wide-ranging and rigorously researched overview of right-wing domestic terrorism. He analyzes 

its historical roots, characteristics, tactics, rhetoric, and organization, assessing the current and future trajectory of the use of violence by the 

far right. Perliger draws on a comprehensive dataset of more than 5,000 attacks and their perpetrators between 1990 and 2018 in order to 

explore key trends in American right-wing terrorism. He describes the entire ideological spectrum of the American far right, including today’s 

white supremacists, antigovernment groups, and antiabortion fundamentalists, as well as the histories of the KKK, skinheads, and neo-Nazis.

【人種・民族・移民問題】

外国人を理解するためのアメリカ人の努力

Just Like Us: The American Struggle to Understand Foreigners
Borstelmann, Thomas

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 05  272  Hardback 9780231193528 US$32.00     

Just Like Us is a pathbreaking exploration of what foreignness has meant across American history. Thomas Borstelmann traces American 

ambivalence about non-Americans, identifying a paradoxical perception of foreigners as suspiciously different yet fundamentally sharing 

American values beneath the layers of culture. Considering race and religion, notions of the American way of life, attitudes toward immigrants, 

competition with communism, Americans abroad, and the subversive power of American culture, he offers a surprisingly optimistic account 

of the acceptance of difference. Borstelmann contends that increasing contact with peoples around the globe during the Cold War encouraged mainstream society to 

grow steadily more inclusive. In a time of resurgent nativism and xenophobia, Just Like Us provides a reflective, urgent examination of how Americans have conceived of 

foreignness and their own exceptionalism throughout the nation’s history.

【ビジネス・経営学】

中国のフィンテック急増

China's Fintech Explosion: Disruption, Innovation, and Survival
Hsu, Sara & Li, Jianjun

Columbia Business School Publishing  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 08  288  Hardback 9780231196567 US$35.00     

In China’s Fintech Explosion, Sara Hsu and Jianjun Li explore the transformative potential of China’s financial-technology industry, describing 

the risks and rewards for participants as well as the impact on consumers. They cover fintech’s many subsectors, such as digital payment 

systems, peer-to-peer lending and crowdfunding, credit card issuance and internet banks, blockchain finance and virtual currencies, and 

online insurance. The book highlights the disruption of traditional banking as well as the risks of fintech and regulatory technology.
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【政治学全般】

ノー・オリンピック：ロサンゼルス、東京などでの資本主義的メガスポーツに反対する戦い

NOlympians: Inside the Fight Against Capitalist Mega-Sports in Los Angeles, Tokyo, and Beyond
Boykoff , Jules

Fernwood Publishing  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 04  196 p.            Paperback 9781773632766  US$24.00

  NOlympians: Inside the Fight Against Capitalist Mega-Sports in Los Angeles, Tokyo and Beyond investigates the intersection of the global 

rise of anti-Olympics activism and the declining popularity of hosting of the Games. The Olympics were once buoyed by myths of luminous 

prosperity and upticks in tourism and jobs, but in recent years these assurances have been debunked. Now more than ever, it’s clear that 

the Olympics have transmogrifi ed into a political-economic juggernaut that arrives with displacement, expanded policing, and anti-democratic 

backroom deals. Jules Boykoff  - a former professional soccer player who represented the US Olympic soccer team - zooms in on Los Angeles, where the Democratic 

Socialists of America have launched the NOlympics LA campaign ahead of the 2028 Summer Games. Boykoff  shows how DSA-LA’s anti-Olympics activism fi ts with the 

resurgence of socialism in the US and beyond.

【政治理論・思想・イデオロギー】

ファシストたちの嘘

A Brief History of Fascist Lies
Finchelstein, Federico

   (U. of California Pr.)
2020 : 04  152 p.  Hardback 9780520346710 US$19.95           

  In this short companion to his book From Fascism to Populism in History, world-renowned historian Federico Finchelstein explains why 

fascists regarded simple and often hateful lies as truth, and why so many of their followers believed the falsehoods. Throughout the history of 

the twentieth century, many supporters of fascist ideologies regarded political lies as truth incarnated in their leader. From Hitler to Mussolini, 

fascist leaders capitalized on lies as the base of their power and popular sovereignty. This history continues in the present, when lies again 

seem to increasingly replace empirical truth. Now that actual news is presented as “fake news” and false news becomes government policy, A Brief History of Fascist Lies 

urges us to remember that the current talk of “post-truth” has a long political and intellectual lineage that we cannot ignore.

【国際関係論】

アジアの時代におけるアメリカの戦略

U.S. Strategy in the Asian Century: Empowering Allies and Partners
Denmark, Abraham M.

Woodrow Wilson Center Series  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 08  264  Hardback 9780231197649 US$95.00  Paperback 9780231197656  US$30.00

  U.S. Strategy in the Asian Century off ers vital perspective on the future of power dynamics in the Indo-Pacifi c, focusing on the critical roles 

that American allies and partners can play. Abraham M. Denmark argues that these alliances and partnerships represent indispensable 

strategic assets for the United States. They will be necessary in any eff ort by Washington to compete with China, promote prosperity, and 

preserve a liberal order in the Indo-Pacifi c. Blending academic rigor and practical policy experience, Denmark analyzes the future of major-

power competition in the region, with an eye toward American security interests.

【社会慣習・風俗】

日本食のブランド化

Branding Japanese Food: From Meibutsu to Washoku
Cwiertka, Katarzyna J. & Yasuhara, Miho,

Food in Asia and the Pacifi c  (Univ. of Hawaii Pr.)
2020 : 02  194 p.  Hardback 9780824881221 US$68.00           

安原美帆 : 食文化研究者

Branding Japanese Food is the fi rst book in English on the use of food for the purpose of place branding in Japan. At the center of the 

narrative is the 2013 inscription of “Washoku, traditional dietary cultures of the Japanese, notably for the celebration of New Year” on 

UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The authors challenge the very defi nition of washoku as it was 

presented in the UNESCO nomination, and expose the multitude of contradictions and falsehoods used in the promotion of Japanese cuisine as part of the nation-branding 

agenda.
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【法律学全般】

世界の法と正義

Law and Justice around the World: A Comparative Approach
Arthur, Mikaila Mariel Lemonik

 (U. of California Pr.)
2020 : 02  368 p.      Paperback 9780520300019  US$85.00

The book draws students into critical discussions of justice around the world today by:  taking a broad perspective on law and justice 

rather than limiting its focus to criminal justice systems/ examining topics of global concern, including governance, elections, environmental 

regulations, migration and refugee status, family law, and others / focusing on a diverse set of global examples, from Europe, North America, 

East Asia, and especially the global south, and comparing the United States law and justice system to these other nations / continuing to 

cover core topics such as crime, law enforcement, criminal courts, and punishment/ including chapter goals to define learning outcomes/ sharing case studies to help 

students apply concepts to real life issues. Instructor resources include discussion questions; suggested readings, films, and web resources; a test bank; and chapter-by-

chapter PowerPoint slides with full-color maps and graphics.

【国際法・国際組織】

重要参考人

Material Witness: Media, Forensics, Evidence
Schuppli, Susan

Leonardo  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 02  392 p.  Hardback 9780262043571 US$40.00     

In this book, Susan Schuppli introduces a new operative concept: material witness, an exploration of the evidential role of matter as both 

registering external events and exposing the practices and procedures that enable matter to bear witness. Organized in the format of a trial, 

Material Witness moves through a series of cases that provide insight into the ways in which materials become contested agents of dispute 

around which stake holders gather. These cases include an extraordinary videotape documenting the massacre at Izbica, Kosovo, used 

as war crimes evidence against Slobodan Milošević; the telephonic transmission of an iconic photograph of a South Vietnamese girl fleeing an accidental napalm attack; 

radioactive contamination discovered in Canada's coastal waters five years after the accident at Fukushima Daiichi; and the ecological media or “disaster film” produced by 

the Deep Water Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

【キリスト教の歴史と教派】

宮崎ふみ子（恵泉女学園大学名誉教授）他編 『1827 年大阪の切支丹事件』

Christian Sorcerers on Trial: Records of the 1827 Osaka Incident
Miyazaki, Fumiko et al. (ed.)

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 07  416 p.  Hardback 9780231196901 US$140.00  Paperback 9780231196918  US$35.00

Christian Sorcerers on Trial offers annotated translations of a range of sources on this sensational event, from the 1827 arrest of the alleged 

Christians through the case’s afterlife. The protagonists’ testimonies relate with striking detail their life histories, practices, and motivations. 

The record of deliberations in Edo and communications between Osaka and Edo officials illuminate the operation of the Tokugawa system 

of criminal justice. Retellings of the incident show how the story was transmitted and received. Translated and put in context by Fumiko 

Miyazaki, Kate Wildman Nakai, and Mark Teeuwen, the sources provide students and scholars alike with an extraordinarily rich picture of late Edo social life, religious 

practices, and judicial procedures.

【各国の外交】

２１世紀日本の外交政策

Japan's Foreign Policy in the Twenty-First Century: Continuity and Change
Er, Lam Peng & Jain, Purnendra (ed.)

 (Lexington Books)
2020 : 03  400 p.  Hardback 9781498587952 US$130.00     

This edited collection analyzes the innovative changes in Japan’s foreign policy. Pursuing new relationships with South Asia, Africa, and 

Eastern Europe, Japanese initiatives include regional peace-building and human security activities, Asian multilateralism, and the Indo-

Pacific concept. This collection focuses on these evolving international relationships through Japan’s unique approach to political change and 

continuity.
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【日本研究】

ビギナーズガイド：日本

A Beginner's Guide to Japan: Observations and Provocations
Iyer, Pico

 (Bloomsbury Trade)
2020 : 04  240 p.      Paperback 9781526611512  ￡8.99

How does a sushi bar explain a Japanese poem? Why do Japanese couples plan matching outfits for their honeymoon? Why are so 

many things in Japan the opposite of what we expect? After thirty-two years in Japan, Pico Iyer knows the country as few others can. In A 

Beginner's Guide to Japan, he dashes from baseball games to love-hotels and from shopping malls to zen temple gardens to find fresh ways 

of illuminating his adopted home. Playful and surreptitiously profound, this is a guidebook to a Japan few have ever seen before.

【日本研究】

藤原 文（アルバータ大高円宮センター所長）他著 『ヒロシマ -75』

Hiroshima-75: Nuclear Issues in Global Contexts
Fujiwara, Aya & Marples, David R. (ed.)

 (Ibidem Pr.)
2020 : 04  302 p.      Paperback 9783838213989  US$46.00

75 years after the United States dropped the world’s first atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a group of 

international scholars offers new perspectives on this event and the history, development, and portrayal of the utilization of atomic energy: in 

military and civilian industries, civil nuclear power, literature and film, and the contemporary world. What lessons have we learned since the 

end of the Second World War? Can we avoid disasters such as Chernobyl and Fukushima? Have we learned to live with man-made nuclear 

power in the 21st century?

【日本研究】

日本のアジア太平洋地域における地理経済学的戦略

Japan's New Regional Reality: Geoeconomic Strategy in the Asia-Pacific
Katada, Saori N.

Contemporary Asia in the World  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 07  336 p.  Hardback 9780231190725 US$140.00  Paperback 9780231190732  US$35.00

Japan’s New Regional Reality offers a comprehensive analysis of Japan’s geoeconomic strategy that reveals the country’s role in shaping 

regional economic order in the Asia-Pacific. Saori N. Katada explains Japanese foreign economic policy in light of both international and 

domestic dynamics. She points out the hurdles to implementing a state-led liberal strategy, detailing how domestic political and institutional 

changes have been much slower and stickier than the changing regional economics. Katada highlights state-market relations and shows how 

big businesses have responded to the country’s interventionist policies. The book covers a wide range of economic issues including trade, investment, finance, currency, 

and foreign aid.

【仏教】

戦前日本の禅宗テロ集団

Zen Terror in Prewar Japan: Portrait of an Assassin
Victoria, Brian Daizen

Asian Voices  (Rowman & Littlefield)
2020 : 02  392 p.  Hardback 9781538131664 US$34.00     

Victoria provides a detailed introduction to the religious as well as political significance of the group’s terrorist beliefs and acts, focusing 

especially on the life and times of the band’s leader, Inoue Nisshō. A deeply troubled youth, Inoue became a spy in Manchuria for the 

Japanese Army in 1909, where he encountered Zen for the first time. When he returned to Japan in 1921, he determined to resolve his deep 

spiritual discontent through meditation practice, which culminated in an enlightenment experience that resolved his long-term doubts.After 

engaging in “post-enlightenment training” under the guidance of Rinzai Zen master Yamamoto Gempō, Inoue began a program of training the “patriotic youth” who formed 

the nucleus of his terrorist band.
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【東南アジア・南アジア・中央アジア研究】

プルトニウム・化学兵器・枯葉剤の米軍による極秘投棄

Poisoning the Pacific: The US Military's Secret Dumping of Plutonium, Chemical Weapons, and Agent 
Orange
Mitchell, Jon

Asia/Pacific/Perspectives  (Rowman & Littlefield)
2020 : 07  280 p.  Hardback 9781538130339 US$24.95     

序文：ジョン・ダワー

For decades, US military operations have been contaminating the Pacific region with toxic substances, including plutonium, dioxin, and VX 

nerve agent. Hundreds of thousands of service members, their families, and residents have been exposed - but the United States has hidden 

the damage and refused to help victims.

【アラブ・中東研究】

混沌から離れて：中東と西洋への挑戦

Away from Chaos: The Middle East and the Challenge to the West
Kepel, Gilles

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 05  376  Hardback 9780231197021 US$35.00     

Away from Chaos is a sweeping political history of four decades of Middle East conflict and its worldwide ramifications. Gilles Kepel, called 

“France’s most famous scholar of Islam” by the New York Times, offers a clear and persuasive narrative of the long-term causes of tension 

while seamlessly incorporating on-the-ground observations and personal experiences from the people who lived through them.

【医学】

認知神経科学　第６版

The Cognitive Neurosciences.  6th ed
Poeppel, David et al. (ed.)

 (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 04  1152 p.  Hardback 9780262043250 US$225.00     

This sixth edition treats such foundational topics as memory, attention, and language, as well as other areas, including computational models 

of cognition, reward and decision making, social neuroscience, scientific ethics, and methods advances. Over the last twenty-five years, the 

cognitive neurosciences have seen the development of sophisticated tools and methods, including computational approaches that generate 

enormous data sets. This volume deploys these exciting new instruments but also emphasizes the value of theory, behavior, observation, and 

other time-tested scientific habits.

【日本研究】

幸田直子（近畿大学准教授）著 『日本の学生運動とアメリカ』

The United States and the Japanese Student Movement, 1948-1973: Managing a Free World
Koda, Naoko

 (Lexington Books)
2020 : 06  274 p.  Hardback 9781498583411 US$105.00     

The author argues that interactions between the movement and US Cold Warriors had a profound and lasting impact on Japanese society 

and Japan-US relations.
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【動植物・園芸・農林・畜産・水産】

中国の唐辛子

The Chile Pepper in China: A Cultural Biography
Dott, Brian R.

Arts and Traditions of the Table: Perspectives on Culinary History  (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 04  296  Hardback 9780231195324 US$32.00     

Brian R. Dott explores how the nonnative chile went from obscurity to ubiquity in China, influencing not just cuisine but also medicine, 

language, and cultural identity. He details how its versatility became essential to a variety of regional cuisines and swayed both elite and 

popular medical and healing practices. Dott tracks the cultural meaning of the chile across a wide swath of literary texts and artworks, 

revealing how the spread of chiles fundamentally altered the meaning of the term spicy. He emphasizes the intersection between food and 

gender, tracing the chile as a symbol for both male virility and female passion.

【古生物学】

25 の発見に見る進化の物語

The Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries: The Evidence and the People Who Found It
Prothero, Donald R.

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 12  384 p.  Hardback 9780231190367 US$35.00     

In The Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries, Donald R. Prothero explores the most fascinating breakthroughs in piecing together the evidence 

for evolution. In twenty-five vignettes, he recounts the dramatic stories of the people who made crucial discoveries, placing each moment in 

the context of what it represented for the progress of science. He tackles topics like what it means to see evolution in action and the distance 

between species in space and time, following figures from Darwin to lesser-known researchers as they unlock the mysteries of the fossil 

record, the earth, and the universe.

【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】

ロボットの育て方

How to Grow a Robot: Developing Human-Friendly, Social AI
Lee, Mark H.

The MIT Press  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 04  384  Hardback 9780262043731 US$29.95     

Developments in artificial intelligence - notably Deep Learning - are widely seen as the foundation on which our robot future will be built. 

These advances have already brought us self-driving cars and chess match - winning algorithms. But, Lee writes, we need robots that are 

perceptive, animated, and responsive - more like humans and less like computers, more social than machine-like, and more playful and less 

programmed. The way to achieve this, he argues, is to “grow” a robot so that it learns from experience - just as infants do.

【薬学・毒物学】

病の錬金術

The Alchemy of Disease: How Chemicals and Toxins Cause Cancer and Other Illnesses
Whysner, John

 (Columbia U.P.)
2020 : 06  352 p.  Hardback 9780231191661 US$35.00     

In The Alchemy of Disease, John Whysner offers an accessible and compelling history of toxicology and its key findings. He details the 

experiments and discoveries that revealed the causal connections between chemical exposures and diseases. Balancing clear accounts of 

groundbreaking science with human drama and public-policy relevance, Whysner describes key moments in the development of toxicology 

and their thorny social and political implications. The book features discussions of toxicological problems past and present, including DDT, 

cigarettes and other carcinogens, lead poisoning, fossil fuels, chemical warfare, pharmaceuticals - including opioids - and the efficacy of animal testing.
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【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】

機械学習入門　第４版

Introduction to Machine Learning.  4th ed
Alpaydin, Ethem

Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning  (MIT Pr.)
2020 : 03  712 p.  Hardback 9780262043793 US$65.00     

The fourth edition offers a new chapter on deep learning that discusses training, regularizing, and structuring deep neural networks 

such as convolutional and generative adversarial networks; new material in the chapter on reinforcement learning that covers the use of 

deep networks, the policy gradient methods, and deep reinforcement learning; new material in the chapter on multilayer perceptrons on 

autoencoders and the word2vec network; and discussion of a popular method of dimensionality reduction, t-SNE. New appendixes offer 

background material on linear algebra and optimization.

◇ 表示の円価は本体価格です ◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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